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WE ARE NOT JUST ABOUT PLANS, COMPARE OUR PRICES FOR GLASS KITS, FINS, BALSA WOOD, VERSATRACTION ON ANY OTHER SITE! WE BEAT THEM ALL - GUARANTEED! Page 2 Surfboard Plans Glass and Fin Accessories Accessories Total Support Length - 9' 6 Width - 31 1/4 Nose - 18 15/16 Tail - 19 1/8
Thickness - 4 Nose Rocker - 1 11/16 Single or any glassing combination - 4/6 ounces, E Glass Suggested Resin - Epoxy Glass Schedule - 2 Decks, 1 Bottom Profile - Flat Design - Fishbone Frame Vent - Brass or Plastic 9' 6 Stand Upboard Paddle (SUP) Is the short SUP that everyone is asking for! Only 9' 6 is long, but just over 31 wide
in the middle and 4 thick. It's a big size for still water paddling, but with a 4 9/16' nose rocker you won't pearls in the surf. Great all-around SUP that is easy to handle and will work for riders up to 200 pounds (more for experienced riders). IT'S A BIG BOARD WITH BIG TEMPLATES! But you still print them out on a regular jet of ink or a
laser printer. Then you just tape the pages together, cut the full size of the ribs and spar patterns and transfer them to the plywood. You end up with a high quality frame at a fraction of the cost of the kit. The book shows all the details and takes you step by step through the entire construction process. A website created by Jack Young. All
original art and photography (except marked). Materials on this site cannot be duplicated without permission. See more builders on our Facebook page. Send us pictures of your build and we'll show you the world too! Have questions or comments? Email me anytime on jack@woodsurfboardplans.com BUILDING MATERIALS FOR
COMPLETE YOUR BOARD Order 63 pages of PDF Instruction Guide to full size Plans HereYou will automatically receive full size templates for 9' 6 SUP with your order. You can order additional templates using the drop window below. Order here and pay with any credit card via PayPal. The new versions are not configured for instant
download yet so I'll send them directly as soon as possible. If you are outside the US it can be a few hours. IMPORTANTThis is an e-book. Spar templates are also sent as pdf files by email. You just print the templates on a standard printer and paste them together. Patterns require 6 to 11 sheets of paper, depending on size.
SURFBOARD PLANS 7' 10 Spherical Transitional Council 10' 0 Big Boy Longboard 9' 0 Noserider Longboard FIBERBOARD FIBERGLASSING MUST SUP PLANS FIN KITS HOME ABOUT US BALSA WOOD CONTACT USA CUSTOMER BUILT BOARDS COMPARE ALL MODELS E Glass Glass-dryer supplies glass to fin kits
removable glass dryer kits and supplies EURO 29.70 euros - EURO 36.30 Euros For too many years, surfers felt barred from the act of creating their own boards. An industry that has grown around surfing since the 1950s (and Developed materials brought with it) made it seem that this once common practice - part of every surfer's
experience in his time - was out of reach. We don't agree. Sooo Sooo found a bunch of ways that we can help you build your own home. We look at every DIY product that we offer as a doorway for the experience, each offering you a different skill level where the cut-inch experience is ultimately, owning and surfing is a beautiful,
functional, sustainable true wooden surfboard that you want to keep around forever. Once you have trained yourself on all the options that we offer for a housebuilder, just choose the product or products and model you want to build. You can order HomeGrown Kit, Board Plans, Framesets or Downloadable Research Plans, rough sawing
and milling cedar boards, beads and bay strips and more. Click here for some free downloadable resources to help you get along. Construction board number two (or twelve)? Check out our Build a quiver plan and save money on your next build. If you are abroad, be sure to check out Fyne Boat Kits in the UK or Denman Marine Corps in
Australia. Both of these great companies can customize you with our design tips as kit, frames or plans using local materials. Glass, fiberglass, lamination, all three of these terms mean the same thing: the use of fiberglass layer and epoxy resin for surfboards. Since it's a wooden board, I could probably get away with just applying sealant,
varnish or epoxy resin directly to the tree and go surfing. I decided to fiberglass the board as it adds an incredible amount of strength and durability. The glass takes place in two stages, first the fiberglass bottom, and then the board is turned over and the deck glazes. The fiberglass weight I will use is a 6 ounce fiberglass fabric, which
means that for every square foot of fiberglass it weighs 6 ounces. I can probably go as low as 4 ounces of fabric because it is a wooden board and is inherently valid as opposed to foam surfboards. Since the surfboard will be glazed in two stages (bottom and deck) there will be an overlap where the fiberglass meets. There are two ways
to deal with this overlap, with a free circle or cut knees. A loose circle where fiberglass remains loose and laminated directly onto the board and once set the sanding pen to the board. The incision of the knees where a layer of camouflage tape lies on the board and fiberglass laminated over the tape. Once the epoxy resin is installed using
a sharp razor or hobby knife, the fiberglass over the tape line is cut and then the tape is removed and with it fiberglass as well. This leaves a nice clean line that is easy to sand, my preferred method is to make a knee cut for all my surfboards. Finally cutlap the sanding pen in the rest of the board. Glass Surfboard BottomI began with the
application of tape on the surfboard is where I wanted to have my knee incision and then roll out the fiberglass cloth to the bottom of the surfboard and then cutting around the board leaving the fiberglass so it overlaps the tape, but not so much that it hits the surfboard deck. Then I do relief cuts around the tail and nose of the nose
surfboard, so there will be folds at lamination. Keep excess fiberglass scraps and cut them into pieces, they can be used to clean excess epoxy resin later. I put a thick plastic sheet on the floor, this is to catch any epoxy resin while glazing and hotcoating. Next is to mix the resin resins I use epoxy resin, particularly resin studies, epoxy
resin, which is very clear, unlike many boat building resins. The whole process can be done with polyester resin as well, but I like to use epoxy resin because it is low VOC and stronger than polyester resin. When working with epoxy resin you can either measure it by volume for the weight of it. My preferred method of weighing as I think it
is a much more accurate method and you don't need graduated measuring containers. Tips: Get cheap digital kitchen scales and save yogurt or similar containers. Read the directions of epoxy resin manufacturers, this will give you a direction to mix ratios. Use only good quality camouflage tape. Work only with epoxy resin when the
temperature is above 15C and the surfboard at that temperature too. Or the resin will be too viscous and difficult to spread. To determine how many mixed epoxy resin you need for glass depends on how large the board is, the shape of the board, the type of fiberglass and layers of fiberglass. As a general guide, I found 80 grams of total
mixed resin on the linear leg of a surfboard is a good starting point for a single layer of 6 ounces fiberglass fabric. Take a pair of disposable gloves, apply a respirator (epoxy harden has some VOC) and set aside the plastic spreader. Using a digital scale and weight of epoxy resin, then add the proper amount of hardening. Using a flat
mixing stick, mix the epoxy well, scraping the sides and bottom, but not the whip mixture as it will add air bubbles to the epoxy resin. Once the epoxy resin is mixed, pour all the contents onto the board into a long stream along the length of the stringer. Use a plastic extender to move the epoxy resin around giving it time to soak in the
fiberglass. Spread the epoxy all over the board, but avoid the rails until the main part of the board is covered and transparent. Then move the resin onto the rails and let it soak using the other hand, hold the fiberglass and use a spreader to saturate the fiberglass. Go back to the main part of the board and start scraping some of the resin,
not so much that it leaves fiberglass dry, but not much of that resin pools, you want to be able to lightly see the fiberglass weave. Once the fiberglass rails have time to soak up, it's time to wrap the rails, starting from the middle of the board, take scraper and fold over the fiberglass on the camouflage tape. If any fibreglass threads become
loose and wear out from the edge, cut off the excess with scissors. Use fiberglass scraps to erase the plastic spreader to get rid of any excess epoxy resin. Work around the main sections Then fold over the nose and tail relief cuts at the end. Look at the board to make sure that there are no free areas of fiberglass, let it harden for hours.
Back in a few hours, depending on the temperature will affect how quickly the epoxy resin sets up. You want the epoxy resin to be configured so that it tacks free and then cut the fiberglass around where the tape lines, then pull out the tape and fiberglass. Let the epoxy harden, then the sand cut the knees to the feathers in the surfboard,
including nose and tail relief cuts. The better the pen, the better the work on the glass. Also, from now on only touch the surfboard with the gloves of the hand, this is to avoid the oil from your hand from the contamination of the surface. Surface. wooden surfboard plans free. wooden surfboard plans uk. wooden surfboard plans pdf.
wooden surfboard plans nz. free wooden surfboard plans pdf. chambered wooden surfboard plans. hollow wooden surfboard plans free. wooden surfboard cnc plans
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